




A Study on the Term 5m坤Ius : A Word Analysis
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Abstract
ube purpose of this study is to trace he uses of the term surplus in Japanese accounting standard
and accoun丘ng for corporate law and to reveal the confusion of也e meanings of the term.
In 1949 the term su坤ius was introduced into Japanese accounting standard. At that time the terms
su坤ins, capital su坤Ius and earned su坤ins were widely used in American corporate accounting. After
1949 the use of these terms became usual in Japan. However, since 1963 the term su坤<lus, with a dif-
ferent meaning, has been used in accounting hr corporate law. Thus the term surplus now has the
two de丘nibons… In 2006 the expression dividend of surplus was introduced into corporate law and the
meanings of the term have become more complicated. This study proposes that the term surplus be
replaced by another term.
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